Survivance and Sovereignty on Turtle Island:
Engaging With Contemporary Native American Art
Exhibit Video Listing

Theme: BOARDING SCHOOLS
1. Gina Adams minidocumentary by Dylan McLaughlin
   https://vimeo.com/113442683
2. Kent Monkman, Brothers and Sisters
   https://www.nfb.ca/film/sisters_brothers/

Theme: STANDING ROCK / LAKOTA ARTISTS
3. Cannupa Hanska Luger
   a. How to Make a Mirror Shield
      https://vimeo.com/191394747
   b. Mirror Shields in Use at Standing Rock
      http://www.cannupahanska.com/mniwiconi
4. Renelle White Buffalo minidocumentary by Yvonne Russo
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMrIBMoJ7xw

Theme: SURVIVANCE & RESISTANCE THROUGH ART
5. Shan Goshorn minidocumentary by Dylan McLaughlin
   https://vimeo.com/117424566

Theme: DAKOTA 39
6. Nicholas Galanin
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMXTdIXtkyI

Theme: WOMEN/GENDER & SURVIVANCE
1. Merritt Johnson
   a. https://flashbanggiveaway.com/2014/05/15/exorcising-america-not-biting-the-hand-that-feeds-you/
   b. https://flashbanggiveaway.com/2014/03/27/exorcising-america-keeping-your-pants-on/